
AN EARTHQUAKE IS THE MOST DEVASTATING NATURAL DISASTER

ESSAY

Examples of natural disasters are earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, and disease. They can .. One of the biggest dangers
humans can face is a natural disaster.

With the help of technology and how fast it is growing, communities know a natural disaster is happening
within hours or days of its starting. Feel free to follow the tips below. Once the stress inside the crust grows
beyond the strength for that location of the crust, a failure occurs within the crust and seismic waves, which
we know as earthquakes, are radiated outward. Body 4. Earthquake Essay 2 words. Flooding Earthquakes can
cause flooding in several ways. It should be noted that states with civil protection shelters for use in wartime
have at their disposal an additional safety measure to protect their citizens in case of an earthquake and, more
particularly, from the aftershocks. Hello all, As I am a natural science student I got a chance to write an essay
on natural disasters. Additionally, this paper will look into the specifics of what constitutes a natural and
man-made disaster. Space technology plays a crucial role in efficient mitigation of disasters. Derivation of
Ductile Design Response Spectra 7 8. Introduction The term "earthquake" or seismic tremor is a good
description of the natural phenomenon which suddenly strikes an area causing damage that varies according to
the intensity of the quake and local geological conditions. A natural hazard is a threat of a naturally occurring
event will have a negative effect on humans. The 9. This particular earthquake flattened large parts of the
capital Kathmandu and also, caused destruction throughout the already improvised Himalayan nation. Early
development for research grouping proprieties before a disaster transpires, can truly help to mitigate situations
that may be the cause of added hindrance during any unfortunate natural disaster. Large blocks of stone called
tectonic plates are constantly moving creating friction and stress with each other. But should the issue have
just disappeared from the public eye? Now, what are these events and what causes them? Almost every year
around the world earthquakes occur and cause a lot of loses of lives and wealth. In other word earthquake is
crust release energy caused by shaking and plate tectonics are suddenly move. Unlike hurricanes and
tornadoes, they can awaken at almost any point in time throughout the year. New york: natural disaster in
hindis. The first was a 7. In recent years these hazards took toll of thousands of. How far do you agree with
this statement? However, solutions to this used to be viewed Floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, volcanic
eruptions, and tsunamis are among most frequent phenomenons and can even affect the political and
economical state of a country. Scientists believe that seismic waves coming from earthquakes cause
disturbances in the molten rock beneath volcanoes, making them active. The event in detail, major effects,
how the event was caused, the effects on the communities property, people, infrastructure and economy, will
all be addressed in this report. The disasters that will be discussed are Hurricane Katrina and the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill. Thousands of people were killed or injured and the whole cities were destroyed. While these
earthquakes lead us to destruction and helplessness, the cause of them and the history behind them all can
leave everyone without further questions. In order to conserve resources and manage the limited building time
effectively, I had to consider the most important areas to reinforce my tower. They can create a lot of damage.


